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Abstract

The mode of platform-independent software running on client machine has various advantages. But it also introduces some problems, such as how to guard against software piracy, how to protect user from intellectual property theft and from attacks by malicious modifications. Development of reverse engineering techniques makes all these attacks easier. Therefore, obfuscation has gained a lot of interest since the obfuscation technique makes the cost of program reverse engineering prohibitively high with least program size and execution speed overheads.

In this report, we present our proposed obfuscation algorithms which are primarily based on self-modifying code. We have designed three software obfuscation algorithms. The first self-modifying proposal is integrated with Control Flow Flattening to realize the obscurity in instruction and execution control flow. The second one is based on Basic Blocks to improve both the performance of storage size overhead and the instruction disassembly errors metrics. And the third one is proposed at the function level to provide full protection to improve the security to both static and dynamic attacks. We implement these obfuscation algorithms at link time and evaluate them on standard benchmark suite. The novel techniques are evaluated with metrics referred by existing proposals to prove that our algorithms succeed in confusing the disassembler when reverse engineering the control flow and instructions of program. We also discuss how the novel methods improve the obfuscation efficiency in comparison with the existing competing obfuscation methods.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The purpose of software reverse engineering is to recover the higher-level structure, especially the data flow and control flow graph, from a lower-level program. Reverse engineering technique has advantages in legitimate applications, such as re-construction of source code from binary executable file when the original code is lost or corrupted. But in most cases, the technique is used for illegal purposes. The challenge from reverse engineering has great impact on the development of platform-independent software, especially on the X86 platform. The impact includes, but not limited to, security vulnerabilities analysis, software malicious modification and intellectual property theft. The protection of software has evolved from hardware security, such as coprocessor[65] and Trusted Computing[26], to software security[39][40], such as encryption and obfuscation[6].

In this chapter, we discuss the motivation for the study of obfuscation techniques at first. Since encryption algorithm also provides protection for software, we discuss the advantage of obfuscation over encryption on program protection. Then, we discuss why we choose link time obfuscation, rather than source code level obfuscation or compile time obfuscation. The feasibility of dynamic mutation method to realize obfuscation at run time and the hardware support to dynamic obfuscation will also be discussed in this chapter.
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1.1 Motivation for This Research

Tampering, piracy and reverse engineering constitute considerable threat to software security. Tampering\[52\] of software refers to the intended modification of software against the wishes of owner/distributor of software. The research in tamper resistant software technique is often classified into tamper-resistant and tamper proof, or self-certifying tamper resistant techniques\[36\][81\]. There are many methods to obstruct software tampering, including hardware and software approaches\[7\][42][68][81\]. Software piracy often refers to unauthorized copying of software. However, reverse engineering\[71\] is the basis of all issues relating to software security and copyright. Software obfuscation has been an emerging field against reverse engineering.

One example that necessitates protection from obfuscation technique is Digital Rights Management (DRM) system\[51\]. The architecture of DRM system is shown in figure 1.1. DRM system consists of content server, license server and DRM client, or DRM agent. The goal of DRM technique is to protect the content from unauthorized usage\[57\]. Since DRM agent contains almost all the security information about DRM system\[80\], including how the content is encrypted and how the license (key) to open the encrypted content is obtained, stored and used\[56\], these DRM agents need advanced techniques to hinder sensitive code analysis and to secure the DRM system\[52\][69\]. Code obfuscation is an effective technique to protect agent codes from compromising sensitive DRM system information\[51\].

In most existing DRM technologies, the DRM agent, or DRM client, contains the content protection mechanisms applied to the system. However, the DRM agent that runs at the consumer side is often exposed to reverse engineering to compromise DRM agent or to obtain the secret license information kept at the DRM agent.

Except for protection of software from reverse engineering, obfuscation algorithm also benefits us on hiding program vulnerabilities\[33\][66\] and key data and protecting pro-
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Figure 1.1: Architecture of DRM system

gram from attacking such as code lifting[77]. One motivation for the obfuscation technique research is database security. In both Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server systems, login and application role passwords stored in the system tables are always obfuscated. This prevents non-administrative users from viewing any passwords, including their own. Additionally, application role passwords can be obfuscated when the application role is activated before they are sent over the network.

There has been such existing ways as encryption and obfuscation algorithms to protect sensitive information from being discovered. Usually, encryption algorithm is black-box security based on cryptographic techniques[12]. Encryption is designed to secure critical data, either for short-term transmission or long-term storage[70]. It seems that encryption algorithm provides more security compared to obfuscation given that the key to decryption is not exposed. Thus, the question is, why we need obfuscation as we already have so many choices of encryption algorithms, such as RSA, DES, etc.
One reason is that obfuscation has more general applicability[79]. Encrypted computation is limited to specific problems such as polynomial evaluation. Usually, the requirement of program execution at client side necessitates symmetric encryption algorithm, such as DES, AES, and Blowfish. And the decrypted code is same with the original one exactly. The correct key must be present in order for the original information to be retrieved.

Obfuscation can be applied to any computation that can be expressed as a program. Obfuscation offers more versatility and efficiency. Obfuscation transforms program into a “messy” form that is hard to understand, but performs the same function as the original program.

Also, obfuscated software can be distributed alone without accessories such as decryption algorithm and key. Obfuscated software runs directly on client machine without decryption before execution. But encrypted software must be decrypted with corresponding decryption algorithm and key before execution. Actually, it is hard to control the spread of decryption algorithm and key once they are exposed. Such requirements as decryption not only burdens software owner/distributor, but also weakens the security of encryption.

A solution to protect the decryption algorithm and key is to integrate them together, or self-encryption technique. One approach to self-encrypting technique is proposed by Cappaert[12]. The algorithm embeds the decryption algorithm and key into program. Original code will be decrypted and obtained at execution time. However, the compromise to restrictions, such as loops, recursions and multiple callers, will definitely expose the source code to an attacker. Obfuscation is a lower cost approach to achieve software protection.

One more problem is that, when applied to software protection, encryption necessitates the program or some part of program to be encrypted and decrypted as a complete
unit without touching internal architecture of program. This requirement limits the application of encryption on program protection. However, because of the requirement of lossless encryption and decryption, encryption only transforms protected data to another form. It does not change the data flow and control flow of protected program like obfuscation does.

Figure 1.2 illustrates the process flow of compilation and reverse engineering. Because of all the above mentioned considerations, it is necessary to design secure obfuscation techniques, rather than to apply the existing encryption algorithms to software protection directly.

It is worth noting that many obfuscators, sometimes partially, use what’s called “Encrypted” obfuscation[5][25][42]. This should not be confused with true encryption. They’re simply using an encryption algorithm as the mechanism to scramble the code.

1.2 An Overview of Obfuscation

The general obfuscating transformation definition by Collberg et al.[16] is: Let $T : P \rightarrow P'$ be a transformation of a source program $P$ into a target program $P'$. $T : P \rightarrow P'$
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is an obfuscating transformation, if \( P \) and \( P' \) have the same observable behavior. More precisely, in order for \( T : P \rightarrow P' \) to be a legal obfuscating transformation the following condition must hold:

- If \( P \) fails to terminate or terminates with an error condition, then \( P' \) may or may not terminate.

- Otherwise, \( P' \) must terminate and produce the same output as \( P \).

We have reviewed the proposed algorithms on obfuscation. Most of them apply obfuscation transformation in a static manner. Static obfuscation also includes such techniques as arrays re-construction[22], inheritance relationship modification[67], function and component inline and outline[10], variables re-construction[43], branch function[38] and jump table spoofing[41]. Then what limits the extension to dynamic obfuscation? And what is the best place and time in the code to apply obfuscation? Before we have a deep investigation into various obfuscation techniques, it is necessary to make these preliminary definitions clear.

1.3 Problem Definition

Firstly, we discuss the relationship between the efficacy of obfuscation and the time point when obfuscation takes place.

Different types of obfuscation can be applied depending on the time point when program is obfuscated ranging from source code level through link time. There are source code and intermediate code level obfuscation, such as the byte code obfuscation in Java protection[15][23]. When software is distributed as native code, or binary executable file format[53], link time obfuscation should be used[20][44][48], as shown in figure 1.3. Comparing with link time obfuscation, source code level and compile time obfuscation is easy to implement since it is not necessary to re-construct the control flow graph from
machine code. But the advantage becomes a drawback if we take account of program optimization. The efficacy of source code level or compile time obfuscation may be weakened or erased by link time optimizer. An attacker could do the following to remove the obfuscation. Firstly, the attacker disassembles the obfuscated program in binary executable file format to get assembly code as shown in figure 1.2. Then the attacker assembles the assembly code and links the code with optimization algorithm to remove redundant code. The method works effectively to remove the obfuscation code and restore the original code. Link time obfuscation could escape this attack in that it is applied after code optimization and no subsequent step will erase the effect of the transformation.

One more important reason why we prefer link time obfuscation is the lack of a whole program overview and the absence of final address computation at source code level or compile time. The address computation is only available at link time and the address computation is necessary for obfuscation, especially for dynamic obfuscation techniques.

Various dynamic obfuscation techniques are emerging because static obfuscation is losing advantage in competition with software reverse engineering techniques.
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Firstly, dynamic obfuscation thwarts the effort of extracting static view by disassembling machine code directly. Static view is the basis of software analysis, especially for a systematic analysis. For a static obfuscation, attacker can disassemble the machine code to extract static view directly. But for dynamically obfuscated program, the static view differs from that during the execution of the program. In order to construct a static view of the dynamically obfuscated program, attacker have to emulate the instructions modifying the code. Therefore, dynamic obfuscation is forcing the attacker to perform program understanding on a debugging trace instead of to perform a static graph structure analysis only. This is also because that the traditional control flow construction algorithms fail in the presence of dynamic mutation code, such as self-modifying code and self-generating code. Almost all tools for program analysis and reverse engineering cannot deal with dynamically mutating code either. For example, many analyses, such as constant propagation or liveness analysis require a conservative control flow graph of the program. Dynamic obfuscation technique has such an impact on software dynamic emulation that the time to launch emulation is increased to being prohibitively long. Emulation of a particular program point requires a breakpoint at the program point. In practice, a break placed on an address blocks the execution. The break instruction may be either overwritten and never be executed or triggered frequently without having the right instruction in place. Because of these difficulties, there is no disassembly techniques that has been proposed until now for dynamic mutation based obfuscated programs.

Then we discuss hardware support consideration to dynamic obfuscation technique. One important reason is that modern operating systems enforce “WX policy” to protect system from security vulnerabilities analysis[59]. The policy means a memory page is either writable (data) or executable (code), but not the both. But self-modifying code requires memory pages to be writable and executable at the same time. The hardware support limitation can be bypassed by a syscall “sys_mprotect”, which allows a program
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to change the flags for nearly every page. It seems that this call is not necessary to make a page in the section .bss executable because on x86 a readable page is also a executable page, and the section .bss is read/write. But this behavior may be changed by the appearance of the NX-flag inside modern Central Processing Unit(CPU). NX-flag, or Non Executable flag, is intended to mark various areas of the computer’s memory so flagged contains non-executable data, or not code. Processing will halt if program counter points at such an area that is so flagged. So the “sys_mprotect” is mandatory to make self-modifying code feasible.

Thus as part of this research we focus on the dynamic mutation based obfuscation of codes at link time.

1.4 Our Contributions

The thesis presents proposals for sensitive information protection generally for program software based on self-modifying code. We designed three algorithms, namely control flow obfuscation based on Control Flow Flattening, obfuscation based on basic blocks and obfuscation at function level. We implemented and evaluated them with evaluation metrics in a standard way which is used in existing proposals[41][54].

1.4.1 Self-Modifying Code Obfuscation Based on Control Flow Flattening

The first proposed algorithm is based on self-modifying code and Control Flow Flattening. The proposal makes full use of the preceding and succeeding in Control Flow Flattening as well as junk bytes concepts to improve the reverse engineering difficulty. The algorithm protects program by introducing difficulties in re-constructing both basic block execution sequence and control flow. Although Control Flow Flattening does not introduce disassembly errors, the algorithm efficiently resists static analysis in that it
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successfully camouflages the original control flow by re-directing the program control to fake address during disassembling. At obfuscation time, normal instruction in flattened basic blocks will be obfuscated to control flow instructions or vice versa. Modifying and restoring instructions are inserted to preceding and succeeding blocks also at the obfuscation time. A set of rules is presented and discussed to guarantee that the behavior of the program is same as that of original program.

Comparing with other self modifying code based technique[37], it is not necessary for the technique to calculate the program control flow precisely and to consider the influence of loop control flow. Also, the technique will not introduce any new modules to the original program since the new modules may expose the intention of obfuscation. These advantages improve the algorithm’s resistance to disassembly technique in that higher potency, resilience and stealth are achieved with lower space and time costs. With experimental results, we show that the technique is effective in confusing the disassembler on control flow analysis.

1.4.2 Self-Modifying Code Obfuscation Based on Basic Blocks

Then, we continue the work and propose to obfuscate software based on basic blocks without Control Flow Flattening. The algorithm is applied without Control Flow Flattening, but it does not loss the property of the randomness in block execution sequence. It introduces more randomness in splitting the basic block at random locations and thus increase the difficulties in re-constructing basic block and in identifying edge connections.

In evaluation metrics, such as instruction disassembly errors and control flow disassembly errors, the algorithm based on Control Flow Flattening achieves better performance comparing with existing proposals. But the storage size overhead is 3 times that of the original size. The algorithm based on basic blocks solves the storage size overhead problem and it also bring us better performance in control flow disassembly error metric.
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The algorithm first splits a selected basic block into multiple blocks, creates the control flow connecting the split blocks and obfuscates these edges. By employing this algorithm and one to many modification, the proposal can help to protect the control flow and thus the sensitive information without having the large storage size overhead. The experimental result shows that the performance of the algorithm is better than signal-based obfuscation[54] in all metrics, especially on protecting the edges and instructions.

1.4.3 Self-Modifying Code Obfuscation At the Function Level

We then proposed this algorithm to provide protection to control flow between functions. We choose to apply the obfuscation algorithm to caller function since the obfuscation in callee function will be weakened by the symbol table. We propose to obfuscate function call instruction to normal instruction for more security, since the abnormal stack analysis in a static disassembly code will expose the protection schedule. The algorithm integrates with the algorithm based on basic block in chapter 4 to protect program control flow from being reverse engineered. We analyzed that the algorithm is resistant to both static and dynamic attacks. The total performance of the algorithm and basic block algorithm is evaluated together. It brings in a little loss of performance. But in most cases, the algorithm brings us the benefits that disassembler will fail to produce a report since it is confused by the obfuscated control flow.

1.5 Organization of The Thesis

The remainder of this report is organized as follows: chapter 2 presents the background theory of obfuscation technique and has a literature review of related work. Chapter 3 proposes a control flow obfuscation based on self-modifying code and Control Flow Flattening. In chapter 4, we propose to mutate the program based on Basic Blocks. We also propose a function level protection based on self-modifying code in chapter 5. Chapter 6 concludes this thesis and presents views on future works.
Chapter 2

Literature Survey and Background Theory

In this chapter, we review the existing obfuscation techniques and discuss reverse engineering techniques in section 2.1. Then, we discuss the obfuscation evaluation metrics in section 2.2. In section 2.3, the platform for our implementation and evaluation is presented.

2.1 Literature Survey

In this section, a literature survey of existing proposals and an investigation on reverse engineering techniques are presented.

2.1.1 Control Flow Obfuscation

Obfuscation is designed to protect program from reverse engineering. There are code obfuscation techniques based on control flow obfuscation[25][54][74] and self modifying codes[5][37][46]. Most of the proposed obfuscation techniques focus on control flow obfuscation. Control flow obfuscation is to conceal the control flow information of program to confuse disassembler on control flow re-construction. The techniques such as opaque predicates[17][49], double-process obfuscation[25] and signal based obfuscation[54] belong to control flow obfuscation.
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One technique of control flow obfuscation is opaque predicates[17][49]. Opaque predicates was proposed by Collberg et al. in [17]. It is often constructed with a complex Boolean expression, pointer or indirect control flow, whose value of true or false is hard to deduce for an automatic de-obfuscator. The number of predicates increases complexity. But if after adding opaque predicates, the code differs significantly from the original one, it will be easy to be detected. The opaque predicate could be used to various scenarios, such as to be inserted before dead or irrelevant code, to extend the loop condition.

Majumdar explored the application of opaque predicates in distributed systems[49]. Different with local system, distributed system have the feature of system communication. With this advancement, the paper comes out with system’s state machine. The state of every system represents as a number on a doubly circular linked-list. When the numbers representing the state add up to a const, the predicate will be true. The state machine will be stimulated by send and receive obfuscation-specific message. Because it is hard to predict whether message delivery happens or what is the message delivery order, and so those predicates inserted to original code could not be precisely predicted, the adversary will have little chance to do static analysis. However, the problem is the coverage of the method in program. The method is hard to be applied all over the software as other techniques because the time delay in every communication between two distributed system accumulate to an unacceptable level if too much of the technique is applied.

Another technique is to implement two-process scheme to realize control flow based obfuscation[25]. The idea of the algorithm is to spawn a monitor process, M-process, to communicate with the original program process, P-process, with Inter-Process Communication. The communication happens when P-process queries an address from M-process at each obfuscation point. M-process stores the requested address info of P-process in a table named Jump Table. M-process is stored in data section, rather than text section, to be self-modified. Actually, the idea of these two papers[25][49] is similar in that the sys-
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System state in them relies on Inter-Process Communication, locally or remotely. However, the focus is to protect M-process from various attacks.

Popov et al. introduces the idea of signal based obfuscation technique[54]. Signal is an asynchronous notification mechanism between processes in operating system[2]. The internal mechanism of signal handling is shown in figure 2.1.

Signal handler is installed at the beginning of program with function `signal()`. When program runs to a trap instruction, a trap will be raised and the kernel trap handler will take over the program control flow to the installed user signal handler. After user signal handler finished execution, program runs to kernel restore function. This function restores the machine state when trap was raised and then program control flow returns back to the original program execution.

The obfuscation technique takes advantage of signal’s feature that the trap instruction transfers program control flow. It transfers control flow instructions, such as jump, call and return instruction, to trap instructions.

Figure 2.2 shows a sample of applying signal-based obfuscation on call instruction. Setup code sets a flag to enable the signal handler to identify obfuscation signal from system signal. At obfuscation time, the call instruction in original program is modified.
Figure 2.2: A sample of signal based obfuscation

to a trap instruction. Setup code is inserted before trap instruction. Signal handler is also installed at the beginning of program. The subfunction address is saved in table and the table is indexed by the hash value of the trap instruction address. At execution time, “user’s signal handler” overwrites the kernel restore function’s return address with user’s restore function’s address. Then, after execution of “user’s signal handler” and “kernel restore function”, the program runs to “user’s restore function”. User’s restore function calculates the hash value with the original subfunction address and searches address table. Then, “user’s restore function” pushes the subfunction address into stack and transfers program control to subfunction address by a return instruction. Finally, the subfunction returns and program control flow comes back to the context of trap instruction.
2.1.2 Liveness Analysis

The liveness analysis is studied for the reason that there are limited registers and multiple temporary variables in real program. We decide the liveness of a variable at a particular point by checking whether it is assigned one more time within the path from the point to where the variable is used in the source of an assignment or other statements, such as function call, return statement, etc.

In self-modifying code proposal, at the place where the modifying code and restoring code is inserted, we need to check the liveness of those variables affected for that the behavior of obfuscated program is same exactly with the original one’s. The liveness of these variables needs to be protected by methods such as push them to top of stack and pop them up before and after the modifying code is executed.

2.1.3 Reverse Engineering Techniques

Before we make clear whether a protection mechanism is actually robust, we should know which attacks it can protect against, or what type of reverse engineering obfuscation must confront. Reverse engineering techniques can be classified into two types - static disassembly analysis and dynamic analysis. Dynamic analysis is to construct the program control flow graph by dynamic information obtained by observing the program execution. Static analysis is the process to build a model of state of the program and to determine how the program reacts to this state, including disassembly or de-compilation[73]. There are mainly two types of static disassembly technique available for the purpose of reverse engineering, namely linear sweep and recursive traversal[45][61].

Linear sweep, which is the way objdump works, analyzes byte by byte from the first execution byte of text section. The algorithm of linear sweep is shown in figure 2.3. It will keep bytes that do not belong to instruction as data embedded in code section until
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DisasmLinear:

```
startAddr = address of the first executable byte;
endAddr = startAddr + text section size;
addr = startAddr;

while (startAddr <= addr <= endAddr)
{
   Instr = decode instruction at address addr;
   addr += length(Instr);
}
```

Figure 2.3: Linear sweep algorithm

It meets the next meaningful byte. Because it cannot stride over the data embedded between instructions, it will mistakenly interpret them as executable code. So one problem of this technique is that the disassembler will not be aware of the error until it constructs an illegal instruction. Another is that the technique will leave many unprocessed bytes as data without securing the identification of them, while recursive traversal disassembly will leave as minimum unprocessed data as possible.

Recursive traversal, which is the disassembly technique IDA pro applies[34], starts to analyze from the program’s entry point. By the control flow analysis that based on the basic block recognition, the technique will trace following all the possible succeeding execution path, as shown in figure 2.4.

2.1.4 Junk Bytes

So a method to break recursive traversal is to disturb the recognition of basic blocks and obfuscate the execution path of these basic blocks. Junk bytes is such an effective technique to obstruct recursive traversal dis assembler[41]. Junk bytes is defined to have two properties,

- Instructions in a junk bytes should be functional partially, not completely functional.
- Instructions in a junk bytes should not be reachable at run time.
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DisasmRecursive( ADDRESS startAddr, ADDRESS endAddr )
{
    recur_addr = startAddr;
    
    while( startAddr <= recur_addr <= endAddr )
    {
        if( addr has been visited already )
            return;
        
        Instr = decode instruction at address recur_addr;
        mark recur_addr as visited;
        
        if( Instr is a return )
            return;
        
        if( Instr is a branch or function call )
        {
            for each possible succeeding addr_branch of Instr
                DisasmRec( addr_branch, endAddr );
        }
        return;
    }
    
    else
    {
        recur_addr += InstrLength;
        return;
    }
}

main:
{
    startAddr = address of the first executable byte;
    endAddr = startAddr + text section size;
    DisasmRecursive( startAddr, endAddr );
    return;
}

Figure 2.4: Recursive traversal algorithm

Following these rules, a method to construct junk bytes insertion is illustrated in figure 2.5. The junk bytes in figure 2.5 will not have execution fall through it.

For our proposed algorithm we will use an enhanced method of junk bytes as shown in figure 2.6. The fake conditional jump instruction in preceding BBL(Basic Block) is constructed with a self-modifying code. Disassembler will mistakenly recognize the fake execution path from the fake conditional jump instruction into the junk bytes BBL. Since recursive traversal is not aware of illegal instructions, our method will lead disassembler
into junk bytes. Because junk bytes is partial function, the complexity of analysis increases and an unexpected disassembly result will be produced.

### 2.2 Obfuscation Evaluation Metrics

We evaluate the efficacy of obfuscation with programs from the *SPECint-2006* benchmark suite for a standard evaluation comparing with other related techniques. When a new obfuscating transformation is proposed, it is unclear how to measure the quality of such transformation as there is no general agreement on this matter in this new research.
domain. So far, the metrics discussed in [17] is regarded as an all-around evaluation standard. The four aspects of metric include potency, resilience, cost and stealth.

Potency measures how complex the software will be after obfuscation transformation. Complexity grows with the number of software’s predicates, inter-basic block variable dependencies, formal parameters and the complexity of software data structures. Resilience measures how well an obfuscation transformation holds up under attack from an automatic de-obfuscator. The metric mainly measures the performance of anti-attack from automatic de-obfuscator. Cost measures time and space penalty which a transformation incurs on an obfuscated application. Stealth measures how much obfuscated code resemble the original code. We have reviewed most of the proposed literature, although it is stated that wild differences between obfuscated code and original code is not accepted, none of the existing experiment provided substantial data to evaluate this metric until now.

However, we need quantitative approach to assess the complexity and cost of obfuscation. The evaluation of obfuscation is also represented as instruction and control flow graph disassembly errors. We use such experimental data to evaluate our proposed algorithm.

Control flow disassembly errors originate from that disassembler mistakenly constructs control flow graph, which does not exist in original program since control flow graph has been changed by our self-modifying code. We experiment this metric by comparing the control flow graph (CFG) of the disassembled program $CFG_{disasm}$ and that of the original program $CFG_{orig}$[54]. Evaluation of control flow disassembly error is expressed in terms of confusion factor $CF_{cfg}$, which is computed using Eq. 2.1

$$CF_{cfg} = \frac{|CFG_{disasm} - CFG_{total}|}{CFG_{total}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (Eq. 2.1)
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Where $CFG_{total}$ refers to the set of all edges in original program and $CFG_{disasm}$ refers to the set of all perceived edges in obfuscated program. $|CFG_{disasm} - CFG_{total}|$ is the set of edges that are the extra ones re-constructed by the disassembler erroneously.

We evaluate the instruction disassembly errors with a measure named confusion factor $CF_{instr}$. Confusion factor $CF_{instr}$ measures the fraction of instructions in the obfuscated code that were incorrectly identified by a disassembler. Let $T_{total}$ be the set of all actual instruction addresses in original program and $T_{disasm}$ be the set of all disassembled instruction address. $|T_{total} - T_{disasm}|$ is the set of instruction addresses that are not identified by the disassembler. Confusion factor $CF_{instr}$ is defined to be the fraction of instruction addresses that the disassembler fails to identify[54], as shown in Eq. 2.2.

$$CF_{instr} = \frac{|T_{total} - T_{disasm}|}{T_{total}}$$ (Eq. 2.2)

We evaluate the effect of obfuscation on execution speed with $Time_{eff}$ defined as,

$$Time_{eff} = \frac{T_{obf}}{T_{ori}}$$ (Eq. 2.3)

Where $T_{ori}$ refers to the execution time of original file and $T_{obf}$ refers to that of obfuscated code[5][46][54].

And, the effect of obfuscation on space is defined as $Space_{eff}$. Obfuscation techniques, such as Control Flow Flattening[72] and two-process obfuscation[25], have space bloat in code section and data section. The definition of $Space_{eff}$ is,

$$Space_{eff} = \frac{S_{code1} + S_{data1}}{S_{code0} + S_{data0}}$$ (Eq. 2.4)

Where $S_{code0}$ and $S_{code1}$ is the size of code section before and after obfuscation. $S_{data0}$ and $S_{data1}$ is the size of data section before and after obfuscation.
2.3 Experimental Environment

An experimental environment is basis of obfuscation algorithm evaluation. The goal of our research is dynamic obfuscation at link time as discussed in section 1.3. There are many link-time optimizers available, including Diablo from Ghent University, Dynamo from HP, Mojo from Microsoft[13], PLTO from University of Arizona and Spike from Compaq. Among them, Diablo and PLTO are source code open and for Intel Pentium platform. We select Diablo and PLTO to apply our obfuscation algorithm.

The benchmark that we use to evaluate is run on a system with 2.6 GHz Pentium and 2GB main memory running Ubuntu Linux. The programs were compiled with GCC version 3.2.2 at optimization level -O3. We measure the efficiency of obfuscation techniques using two metrics, control flow (edge) disassembly errors and instruction disassembly errors[54]. IDA Pro, a commercial disassembly tool is used to disassemble obfuscated code in comparison with original clear code. We evaluate control flow disassembly errors and instruction disassembly errors of our technique with disassembly result of IDA Pro 4.7.

2.3.1 PLTO(Pentium Link-Time Optimizer)

PLTO is a binary rewriting system working on Intel IA-32 architecture[3][62]. PLTO’s primary function is to optimize program at link-time at machine code level with goal-directed value profiling technique[47][76].

The procedure that PLTO processes on a source file is shown in figure 2.7. Usually, the source file is a binary statically relocatable file, namely file.O3, which is compiled at optimization level 3 with GCC compiler. Since code addresses will be updated to reflect the results during optimization, source file to be processed by PLTO should be a statically linked executable file with relocation information. Relocation information
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helps to distinguish addresses from data. The object file is processed in three stages to produce an optimized version of the program.

1. Profiling

In the first stage, PLTO inserts profiling block, or instrumentation code, into the binary file to gather execution profile. Profiling blocks is defined to be a sequence of instructions to be inserted between two basic blocks connected with edge. Profiling block updates a counter created in data segment each time when the block is traversed. Correspondingly, profiling blocks will be inserted along each edge in the inter-procedural control flow graph. The counter in data segment records how many times the corresponding edge has been traversed at training execution time. This stage output an executable file named “File.prof” as shown in figure 2.7.

2. Training execution

Before obfuscation, we need to run the profile program to get profile information. In the simulation run of the profiled program, it is executed on different training input
set respectively. Profiling block along each edge will be triggered to count representative weights for the edges in the inter-procedural control flow graph of the program. Counters in data segment record how many times the edge is executed. The profile data gathered by training execution will output to a file. Finally, we combine all the profile file by adding together the execution time of same block and edge. This stage out a file named “File.counts” in figure 2.7. It is processed together with original relocatable object file in optimization or obfuscation stage.

3. Optimization or obfuscation stage

In the final stage, PLTO uses the profile gathered by training execution to analyze and optimize the program. We assume the simulated input set covers all the situations. And the optimizer is enabled to remove the dead code at link time with the help of profiling technique. That is why we give the reason that link time obfuscation provides more security than source code level and compile time obfuscation.

2.3.2 Universal Patching Mechanism

Usually, for link time optimization, linker often moves instructions from one address to another address, or removes unnecessary dead code for speed or storage size performance. In order to keep the program being synchronized in accordance to the original program, PLTO introduces universal patching mechanism.

Universal patching mechanism applies to image of the program at final stage, which means mutation could happen to program several times prior to the final calculation of address. It keeps record of all the operations related to the address calculation. At final stage, linker calculates final address relocation with several iterations.

With the help of universal patching mechanism, the optimizer is enabled to freely move instructions, sections, and other objects at link time. The operation relates to instructions containing address as operand, such as instruction that loads memory address
into register, jump instruction with offset in operand, call instruction with offset in operand, etc. The category of these instructions is necessary for self-modifying code algorithm implementation.

2.3.3 Obfuscation Techniques Based on PLTO

Many algorithms have been proposed previously based on PLTO (Pentium Link-Time Optimizer)\cite{41} \cite{54}. Linn et al. discusses a method on the protection of disassembly, especially on how to prevent code from Recursive Traversal attack\cite{41}. Recursive Traversal processes a function as a block and works on the level of function call to ignore the error caused by interpreting data and invalid opcode. This paper focuses on the idea of inserting confusion code into original code. The inserted confusion code is junk byte code which has no relation with original code and the junk byte code will not be executed.

2.3.4 DIABLO (Diablo Is A Better Link-time Optimizer)

Diablo is a link-time binary rewriting system\cite{1} \cite{21}. Similar to PLTO, the source file of Diablo is also a binary statically relocatable file. Diablo necessitates some patches to be applied on GCC-based tool chain to preserve information of mapping about the code and data segment at compile time\cite{4}. The mapping information should not be lost during processing since they are necessary for Diablo.

Loco is a branch of Diablo with the GUI Lancet and extended to apply some obfuscation algorithm, such as Control Flow Flattening\cite{75} and opaque predicates\cite{17}. We evaluated the efficacy of Control Flow Flattening with Diablo.

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have a literature survey on obfuscation, including the various algorithms and reverse engineering techniques. We also present the evaluation metrics and
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our implementation environment. In the following several chapters, we will propose new algorithms and evaluate them with the reverse engineering techniques and evaluation metrics.
Chapter 3

Self-Modifying Code Obfuscation Based on Control Flow Flattening

In this chapter, we introduce the concept of self-modifying code firstly. By analyzing the mechanism of self-modifying code, we discuss how this technique advances in software protection, especially in obstructing the static disassembly method. Then we look into how Control Flow Flattening acts on program and how we can use the technique as basic of our algorithm. After that, we propose our novel obfuscation algorithm. A specification on our algorithm is given with details on some selection strategies on different choices of model. Experimental results on the evaluation metrics discussed in chapter 2 are presented before we discuss the security issues with the proposed algorithm. We also explored the efficiency of obfuscating single instruction to many instructions based on Control Flow Flattening and discuss the improvement.

3.1 Concept of Self-Modifying Code

Self-modifying code refers to program, which has the capacity to mutate at runtime\([5][11]\). Self-modifying code can be used for malicious purposes, such as in virus evolution, which transform virus in every generation to evade detection. But it also can work as a mechanism for software protection if properly handled. Conservative disassembly methods,
such as linear sweep, are not efficient at self-modifying code identification. The working mechanism of self-modifying code is shown in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 shows an example running on 32-bit little-endian CPU. The hexadecimal data in “Memory bytes” column is the machine code loaded to memory by loader before execution. The three vertical hollow arrows represent where the program counter runs to. When program counter runs to a modifying code, the “xor” instruction, it will calculate the exclusive OR result of the value in register eax against the value in specified address. This modification results in that the bytes occupying the first 8 bits of specified address is modified. And then, the modified memory bytes produce a “mov” instruction and get executed immediately after “xor” instruction. In other words, the control flow of the program has changed significantly after the self-modifying code acts. It is hard for
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a static disassembler to predict such a change of control flow at execution time, not to mention the situation when this technique is employed throughout the program. In one word, self-modifying code technique improves code on resistance to reverse engineering in that it is hard to collect all the control-flow since target address value is changing consequently in execution.

3.2 Concept of Control Flow Flattening

Control Flow Flattening is proposed by Chenxi Wang[72][75]. It is an industrial obfuscation tool developed by Cloakware Inc.[14]. The main idea is to flatten the control flow graph by introducing a dispatcher variable to guide the execution sequence of basic blocks. We define basic block as a sequence of instructions that are executed under the same control conditions, which means if the first instruction of the block is executed, the others are executed as well. In other words, basic block is defined to contain single entry and single exit instruction. Program control flow graph consists of basic block and edge information, so they become the basis of program analysis. To implement Control Flow Flattening, the start address of each basic block in program will be extracted to a jump table and then execution logic of the program, or these basic blocks, is controlled by the dispatcher variable. The value in dispatcher variable represents the offset of the address of next basic block to be executed in jump table. A sample of Control Flow Flattening is shown in figure 3.2 and figure 3.3.

The initial idea of Control Flow Flattening at source code level obfuscation is proposed by Chenxi Wang et al in [74]. They proposed the construction of data-flow on source code level, and the control-flow will be effectively available when made co-depend with data-flow. Control flow transformation is realized by decomposing high-level control structures into if-then-goto constructs and then re-direct the target addresses of the goto’s to that determined dynamically by the predicates which is decided by the variables of routine.
On this way, the general linear order executed routine could be degenerated to a flattened control-flow. And the branch of routine going to be executed is random selected based on the dynamic state of variables. So the problem lies on data-flow transformation.

Because precise alias detection is hard, especially in the presence of general pointers and recursive data structures, data-flow transformation will introduce non-trivial aliases into program. The transformation includes two techniques: Dynamic computation of branch targets and Alias through pointer manipulation. Dynamic computation of branch targets introduces more accessoriel computation variables, which need more computation mixing the program intrinsic variables to get the value of accessoriel, to decide control-flow. So the computation data and the data that decide control-flow have alias
relationship. Alias through pointer manipulation introduces aliases by use of the pointer type variables replacing the intrinsic variables and array elements. So assignments to variables and array elements will appear as assignments to the pointer type variables on static analysis. However, the Alias through pointer manipulation will be efficient only when the language has powerful support of pointer type variables on source code level.

Control Flow Flattening does not introduce disassembly errors. Disassembler such as IDA pro can distinguish basic blocks and figure out the edge connection between switch block and any respective basic blocks, as shown in figure 3.3. The algorithm is designed to confuse the attacker on the execution sequence of basic blocks and so that of the program since all basic blocks appear to have equally weighted predecessors and successors. Beyond obfuscation, Control Flow Flattening is also used for watermarking[78] and self-protecting mobile agents[19].

Figure 3.3: CFG after Control Flow Flattening
3.3 Review of Self-Modifying Code Obfuscation Schemes

The technique of implementing self-modifying code in obfuscation has been discussed in previous research[5][37][46]. Madou et al.[46] proposed the idea of mutating a program as it executes. The mutation is realized by an editing engine running edit scripts. Edit script is defined to mirror different codes, of which must have sufficient similar instruction sequences, to a same memory. The more similarity on the different codes, the more simple is the edit script. The technique discussed that a region of memory would be occupied by many different code sequences during the execution. Two types of mutation are specified, namely one-pass mutation and cluster-based mutation. One-pass mutation is to alter portions of a procedure in the program and place a stub at the entry point of the procedure. At the first running, these portions will be restored as the routine will go into the stub to execute the editing engine and the stub will be removed later. Then the program counter will return to the called address and routine will execute normally at next time. Applying one-pass mutation to cluster of procedures with same edit script is cluster-based mutation. In the cluster-based mutation, each call to the cluster of procedures is replaced by a stub that invokes the edit engine. But how to construct the arguments of edit engine to distinguish different cluster procedure is not specified in the paper. If the arguments are defined as the entry point address of procedure, there may be security problem, such as disassembler can detect entry point address. Also, other than edit script, how to protect the edit engine is another consideration for the technique.

Another technique is to insert dummy instructions to original code at fixed intervals, which is indicated by a defined step[37]. Dummy instructions will be restored to original code at execution time. This technique suffers from several limitations. One is that the method necessitates a precise decision on control-flow since loop operation may plunge the state of the dummy instructions into chaos. And it seems that the suggestion of simply setting a number of camouflaged instructions with a definite interval will confuse
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the obfuscator itself significantly or even collapse the obfuscator if the control flow of
program becomes complex.

3.4 Control Flow Obfuscation Based on Self-Modifying Code

We propose a dynamic mutation technique based on the concept of preceding and suc-
ceeding blocks in control flow graph analysis. The preceding or succeeding block means
that it executes immediately before or after the selected block. The proposed algorithm
takes advantage of Control Flow Flattening and junk bytes concepts to improve the
reverse engineering difficulty.

In the proposal, obfuscator works on the control flow graph within each basic block
by modifying instructions to camouflage the edge link of control flow graph. Normal in-
structions are obfuscated to control flow instructions and vice versa, which will introduce
control flow disassembly errors. Here, normal instructions refer to assembly instructions
except control flow instructions such as jump, call and return. Program behaves as
original one since these control flow instructions will be modified to original clear code
before execution, and restored to obfuscated code after execution to obstruct memory
copy attack.

Our proposal does not introduce any additional modules to the program. However,
obfuscation techniques, such as double-process obfuscation[25] and dynamic code muta-
tion with edit engine[46], need to spawn an ancillary process or script to realize program
transformation. The problem is how to protect additional module effectively and the pro-
tection will introduce time and space overhead. In our algorithm, the code itself brings in
confusion on the control flow. It is hard for a disassembler to distinguish self-modifying
code and modified code from normal code in both static and dynamic attacks since the
modified code itself will not cause program interruption or segmentation fault. Finally,
our technique makes it difficult for the disassembler to identify the control flow of the program due to the employed Control Flow Flattening technique.

### 3.4.1 Proposed Obfuscation Technique

The obfuscation technique we propose is based on self-modifying code and the analysis of execution logic of the preceding and succeeding blocks in agent code control flow. Here, the concept of preceding or succeeding refers to edge link, rather than physical connection, between two basic blocks. The preceding or succeeding block means that it executes immediately before or after the candidate block at execution time.

Firstly, we define the terms candidate, modifying and restoring instructions:

- **Candidate Instructions**: a set of instructions that is obfuscated, which will introduce confusion when the program is under reverse engineering. *Candidate block* is the block containing candidate instructions. The instructions at A2 and B2 in figure 3.4(a) are candidate instructions.

- **Modifying Instructions**: a set of instructions that are inserted into the preceding block of candidate block. Modifying instructions modifies candidate instructions to original code. *Modifying block* is the block that contains modifying instructions. The instructions at A1 and B1 in figure 3.4(a) are modifying instructions.

- **Restoring Instructions**: a set of instructions that are inserted into the successors of the candidate block. Restoring instructions restores candidate instructions back to obfuscated code. *Restoring block* is the block that contains restoring instructions. The instructions at A3 in figure 3.4(a) are restoring instructions.

Here, the preceding or succeeding block refers to logical connection, rather than physical connection. The preceding or succeeding block means that it executes immediately before or after the candidate block at execution time. At program execution time, candidate instructions are modified to original code immediately before execution and restored
to obfuscated code immediately after execution. Modifying and restoring instructions work on the candidate instructions before and after their execution respectively. The procedure is shown in figure 3.4(a). The entry and dispatcher block is excluded from implementation.

In figure 3.4(a), we assume that BBL1, BBL2 and BBL3 execute in sequence and BBL2 is selected as candidate block. The working mechanism of obfuscator is described as below,

1) At program obfuscation time, instructions at A2 location are obfuscated to fake instructions. And modifying instructions are inserted at A1 and restoring instructions at A3.

2) At program execution time, A1 instructions modify obfuscated instructions at A2 to original code. When program counter goes to A2, the program runs as original code does. After that, instructions at A3 restore instructions at A2 to obfuscated instructions as if they are executed in obfuscated form for an attacker.

Figure 3.4(a) shows a straightforward edge link of basic blocks. Actually, the situation is complex in constructing control flow graph. We show various edge link models in
One candidate block may follow several modifying blocks depending on the number of its predecessors, and

• One candidate block may be followed by several restoring blocks depending on the number of its successors, and

• One candidate block may have several modifying blocks and restoring blocks simultaneously, and

• The candidate block may be the predecessor or successor of itself simultaneously.

Since the execution of these blocks is only available at run time, the algorithm has following rules to define the action of modifying and restoring blocks,

1) Modifying instructions should take into account candidate instructions in each succeeding block. And restoring instructions restore candidate instructions in all preceding blocks.

2) Modifying/restoring instructions do not work if the succeeding/preceding block is modifying block itself.

3) Modifying/restoring instructions in candidate block should not be obfuscated. Obfuscator does not work on the modifying/restoring instructions in candidate block.

Following these rules, the obfuscator is enabled to distinguish where to implement self-modifying code automatically among flattened basic blocks. A procedure of instruction and block evolution through our technique is shown in Figure 3.5 and 3.6.

3.4.2 Incorporation of Control Flow Flattening

An enhancement to the proposed algorithm is to implement it and the Control Flow Flattening[72][75] together. Control Flow Flattening is designed to confuse the attacker on the execution sequence of basic blocks and so that of the agent code since all basic
blocks appear to have equally weighted predecessors and successors. The attacker cannot identify the execution sequence of basic blocks. This is the reason why we combine our algorithm and Control Flow Flattening since the attacker can not figure out the execution sequence of modifying instructions, candidate instructions and restoring instructions.

However, our algorithm incorporates Control Flow Flattening to increase the disassembly errors significantly. Control Flow Flattening does not introduce disassembly errors. Disassembler such as IDA pro can re-construct basic blocks and figure out the edge link between dispatcher block and any respective basic blocks, as shown in figure 3.3. Our algorithm introduces both control flow and instruction disassembly errors. The fig-
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Figure 3.7: Junk bytes in our obfuscation

Figure 3.7(a) shows the enhanced proposed algorithm, including Control Flow Flattening and Junk Bytes.

### 3.4.3 Incorporation of Junk Bytes

The junk bytes can introduce more confusion to the disassembler, which then makes more errors during disassembling. Therefore we further enhance the performance, in terms of reverse engineering difficulty, of the proposed algorithm by adding junk bytes in addition to the Control Flow Flattening. The basic block in Control Flow Flattening has the effect of an unconditional control transfer to the dispatcher block as shown in figure 3.3. To implement our algorithm, Control Flow Flattening and junk bytes is shown in figure 3.7(a).

In that case the junk bytes immediately following the basic block are not reachable at execution time. The junk bytes seems to be traceable for such disassembler if we introduce
fake control flow instructions, which means we replace some control flow instructions with normal instructions, or replace some normal instructions with control flow instructions. Two options of the technique are provided as following. They have similar performance and either of their statistical evaluation is equal to or better than existing techniques.

The first option is to replace normal instruction with control flow instruction as in figure 3.8. A “mov” instruction is obfuscated to an unconditional jump instruction. Since junk bytes are partial instructions, it will camouflage the target address of the jump instruction to be the address of one instruction in junk bytes. The disadvantages of recursive traversal have been discussed in chapter 2. Recursive traversal is not aware of the error edge until it constructs an illegal instruction. So a static recursive traversal will not be aware of the correctness of the junk bytes instructions and the following instructions. But at the execution time, the obfuscated control flow instruction will be modified to original instruction and the junk bytes will not be executed.

The second option is to replace control flow instructions with normal instructions.
The method is shown in figure 3.9. The last instruction in each flattened block is an unconditional jump instruction. The unconditional jump instruction is obfuscated to a normal instruction. Disassembler will be misled to junk bytes instruction although the execution path never goes into junk bytes at execution time.

In previous discussion, we provide two types of candidate instructions selection strategy, to obfuscate a normal instruction or a control flow instruction. Also, there is a selection strategy for restoring instructions, such as A3 instruction in figure 3.4. However, if the self-modifying code is left in system memory as original form after execution, software is vulnerable to several kinds of attack.

Firstly, attacker can disassemble the code read out from memory after program execution.

Secondly, with the binary code read out from memory after execution, attacker could compare it with the original binary executable file. Although the comparison result does not reveal our algorithm directly, it helps a human intervention to locate candidate
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Therefore, it can be seen, restoring instructions are needed and would provide a more secure solution in that it enable our technique to leave no trace of self-modification in memory. The proposal of Kanzaki[37] also has this advantage, while Madou’s[46] does not have. With restoring instructions, the cost to collect candidate instructions and restoring instructions through program is inestimably high even by human intervention, since restoring instructions execute immediately after candidate instruction. The disadvantage of restoring instructions is in little more execution time overhead.

3.5 Implementation and Experiment

We have implemented the proposed algorithm on PLTO platform and tested the performance of the technique with evaluation metrics discuss in chapter 2.

3.5.1 Implementation

The implementation is designed to camouflage instructions and insert modifying instructions and restoring instructions respectively at link-time. Our implementation contains following steps,

Step 1. We choose the last “mov” instruction in each flattened block as candidate instruction. This is because, in control flow flattened program, there is at least one “mov” instruction, which will store the offset of address of the next basic block to be executed in jump table.

Step 2. The candidate instruction is obfuscated to an unconditional jump instruction. We obfuscate the opcode of a “mov” instruction, that is “0xB8” with the opcode of unconditional jump instruction -“0xE9”. We do not obfuscate operands of candidate instructions.
Step 3. To insert modifying instructions to each preceding blocks. The choice of where to insert the modifying instructions is decided after liveness analysis of the block. The insertion of modifying instructions at A1 is shown in figure 3.7(b). Here, we use the unconditional jump (to same segment) instruction to obfuscate move data (immediate to register) instruction. So, we insert modifying instructions “AND (A2), 0xFFFFFFFF00h” and “OR (A2), 0x000000B8h” in modifying block. After the “AND” instruction is executed, the opcode of obfuscated instruction will become “0x00h” from “0xE9h” and it will change to be “0xB8” after the “OR” operation.

Step 4. To insert restoring instructions at A3 to each succeeding blocks. The insertion of restoring instructions is shown in figure 3.7(b). We insert restoring instructions “AND (A2), 0xFFFFFFFF00h” and “OR (A2), 0x000000E9h” in restoring block. After the “AND” operation, the opcode of candidate instruction will become “0x00h” from “0xB8h” and it will be restored to unconditional jump instruction opcode “0xE9” after the “OR” operation.

Step 5. To insert junk bytes immediately after the last unconditional jump instruction of candidate block.

The procedure is repeated until all candidate blocks through agent code is implemented with self-modifying code. Another option to the implementation of our algorithm is to select the last instruction, which is always an unconditional jump instruction, in each flattened basic block as candidate instruction. Replacing the last jump instruction with normal instruction will also make disassembler fail to construct basic block since it fails to identify exit point.

3.5.2 Evaluation of the algorithm

We measure the efficiency of obfuscation using two metrics, control flow edge disassembly errors and instruction disassembly errors[54].
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Figure 3.10: Overview evolution in our obfuscation

Table 3.1: Control flow disassembly errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM</th>
<th>(CFG_{total}) (E1)</th>
<th>(CFG_{disasm} - CFG_{total}) (E2)</th>
<th>(CFG_{smc}) (E3)</th>
<th>Confusion factor ((E2-E3)/E1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bzip2</td>
<td>21,694</td>
<td>28,248</td>
<td>14,618</td>
<td>62.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h264ref</td>
<td>37,976</td>
<td>55,214</td>
<td>30,552</td>
<td>64.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hmmmer</td>
<td>32,417</td>
<td>51,368</td>
<td>28,045</td>
<td>72.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lbm</td>
<td>19,400</td>
<td>26,448</td>
<td>14,045</td>
<td>63.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>19,941</td>
<td>26,698</td>
<td>14,220</td>
<td>62.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sjeng</td>
<td>24,876</td>
<td>31,368</td>
<td>16,022</td>
<td>61.69%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Control flow and instruction disassembly errors are expressed in the manner of control flow confusion factor \(CF_{cfg}\) and instruction confusion factor \(CF_{instr}\). Besides the edges that originating from candidate instructions, our algorithm also introduces more than 61.69% control flow disassembly errors as shown in table 3.1.

The experimental data of instruction confusion factor \(CF_{instr}\) is listed in table 3.2. The reason for this high degree of disassembly errors is that IDA Pro only disassembles addresses that can be identified as instruction addresses. This identification method has two effects: first, large portions of the code that are reached by branch function addresses are simply not disassembled, being presented as hex data. And secondly, candidate instructions are treated as control flow instructions, and this causes basic blocks in obfuscated program to be re-constructed erroneously and some junk bytes to...
Table 3.2: Instruction disassembly errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM</th>
<th>$T_{total}$ (T1)</th>
<th>$T_{disasm}$ (T2)</th>
<th>Confusion factor $((T1-T2)/T1)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bzip2</td>
<td>301,766</td>
<td>138,809</td>
<td>54.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h264ref</td>
<td>611,251</td>
<td>284,421</td>
<td>53.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hmmer</td>
<td>529,851</td>
<td>238,466</td>
<td>54.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lbm</td>
<td>279,650</td>
<td>125,525</td>
<td>55.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>284,171</td>
<td>128,026</td>
<td>54.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sjeng</td>
<td>331,454</td>
<td>152,954</td>
<td>53.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

be erroneously disassembled together with some other actual instructions. We can see that besides the control flow edge errors, our technique also confuse disassembler on instruction identification.

Table 3.3: Effect of obfuscation on text and data section sizes (KB)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM</th>
<th>TEXT SECTION</th>
<th>DATA SECTION</th>
<th>COMBINED TEXT+DATA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ori (T0)</td>
<td>Obf (T1)</td>
<td>Change (T1/T0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bzip2</td>
<td>362.0</td>
<td>1,005.7</td>
<td>2.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h264ref</td>
<td>780.9</td>
<td>2,100.3</td>
<td>2.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hmmer</td>
<td>534.7</td>
<td>1,755.3</td>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lbm</td>
<td>309.9</td>
<td>925.7</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>317.5</td>
<td>941.0</td>
<td>2.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sjeng</td>
<td>407.7</td>
<td>1,114.5</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3 shows the impact of the obfuscation on text and data section sizes. The size of the text section increases from 2.91 to 3.58 times of original size. This increase arises from the insertion of modifying blocks, restoring blocks and junk bytes. The growth in the size of the initialized data section is considerably larger, ranging from a factor of 11.8 (sjeng) to a factor of 29.72 (mcf). The large growth in the size of the initialized data section has two reasons. One reason is that the size of data section in original program is small and so an increase would look considerably large. Another reason is that the jump table in Control Flow Flattening is stored in the initialized data section. Therefore, we evaluate the impact of the obfuscation with the total increase in program size, or the
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Table 3.4: Effect of obfuscation on execution speed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM</th>
<th>Original ($T_{ori}$)</th>
<th>Obfuscated ($T_{obf}$)</th>
<th>Slowdown ($T_{obf}/T_{ori}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bzip2</td>
<td>202.51</td>
<td>270.9</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h264ref</td>
<td>1882.56</td>
<td>3015.76</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hmmer</td>
<td>1204.09</td>
<td>1215.08</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lbm</td>
<td>1253.39</td>
<td>1291.84</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>462.83</td>
<td>486.26</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sjeng</td>
<td>980.14</td>
<td>995.14</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sum of text section and initialized data section. We can see that program will bloat to 3 times of original size.

The speed performances of the obfuscated programs are shown in table 3.4. Overall, the experiment data proved that our proposed technique is effective even against the best state-of-the-art disassembly tools, especially on the obfuscation of control flow and instructions.

3.6 Improved Algorithm

In order to improve the performance of the algorithm, we propose to mutate single instruction to multiple instructions. The proposed algorithm makes use of self-modifying codes for the purpose of program obfuscation. In this proposal the self-modifying codes are realized by camouflaging single normal instruction to multiple control flow instructions.

We propose to make use of the redundant bytes in operand of instructions, especially of Control Flow Flattening instructions, to obfuscate single instruction to multiple instructions. Redundant bytes refer to the bytes within an instruction that does not carry information, such as “0x00” in many instructions. In flattened blocks, an example of the instruction containing redundant bytes is the “mov” instruction which stores the offset of address of the next basic block to be executed in jump table. Typically, the “mov”
instruction carries three redundant bytes - “0x00”, and they can be obfuscated to carry redundant branch control flow for a disassembler.

To explain the algorithm, we take the “mov” and “jmp” instructions for example as illustrated in figure 3.11. Firstly, we obfuscate the opcode of candidate instruction. For example, in case of non-branch control flow, the opcode and operand for a “mov eax, 0x5” instruction is “0xB8 0x05 0x00 0x00 0x00”. An option is to obfuscate the “mov” instruction to an unconditional jump instruction by obfuscating the opcode. The opcode for obfuscated instructions could be obfuscated to “0xE9 0x05 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF”, which will be disassembled as “jmp near + 0xffffff05”, same disassembly result for both recursive traversal and linear sweep.

For the “mov” instruction, besides the option to obfuscate opcode, one more option is to obfuscate it to three control flow instructions - a return instruction and two conditional jump instructions. For example, the opcode and operand could be obfuscated to “0x73 0x01 0xC3 0x73 0x05”, which will be disassembled as “jnb +1”, “ret” and “jnb + 05”. The obfuscated instruction could be modified to original clear code easily with boolean calculation AND and OR.
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We give models to obfuscate control flow graph by working on the opcode and redundant operand of instructions as illustrated in figure 3.12. In fact, the models could be applied to other instructions as well to camouflage instructions that construct the control flow graph of program so long as the linker does not complain.

We evaluate the performance of the improved algorithm with such metrics as instruction confusion factor $CF_{instr}$ and control flow confusion factor $CF_{cfg}$. The experiment result of the two metrics is shown in table 3.5 and table 3.6. The $CF_{cfg}$ performance comparison with original proposal is shown in table 3.7. The algorithm improves $CF_{cfg}$ about 8.06% at the cost of instruction disassembly error performance.

The speed and program size performances of the obfuscated programs are shown in figure 3.13 and figure 3.14. The large growth in the program size is because that the jump table in Control Flow Flattening is stored in the initialized data section. We can see that program will bloat up to 3.23 times of original size.

Figure 3.12: An overview of control flow graph mutation
### Table 3.5: Control flow disassembly errors

| PROGRAM | \( CFG_{total} \) (E1) | \( |CFG_{disasm} - CFG_{total}| \) (E2) | \( CFG_{smc} \) (E3) | Confusion factor \( ((E2-E3)/E1) \) |
|----------|----------------|------------------|----------------|------------------|
| bzip2    | 21,694          | 30,167           | 14,618         | 71.67%           |
| h264ref  | 37,976          | 55,277           | 27,552         | 73.00%           |
| hmmmer   | 32,417          | 54,211           | 27,369         | 82.80%           |
| lbm      | 19,400          | 28,163           | 13,992         | 73.05%           |
| mcf      | 19,941          | 29,376           | 14,648         | 73.86%           |
| sjeng    | 24,876          | 33,460           | 15,946         | 70.41%           |

### Table 3.6: Instruction disassembly errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM</th>
<th>( T_{total} ) (T1)</th>
<th>( T_{disasm} ) (T2)</th>
<th>Confusion factor ( ((T1-T2)/T1) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bzip2</td>
<td>322,599</td>
<td>155,565</td>
<td>51.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h264ref</td>
<td>615,636</td>
<td>310,332</td>
<td>49.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hmmmer</td>
<td>560,531</td>
<td>268,992</td>
<td>52.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lbm</td>
<td>298,839</td>
<td>141,579</td>
<td>52.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>310,240</td>
<td>147,235</td>
<td>52.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sjeng</td>
<td>353,296</td>
<td>170,010</td>
<td>51.88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3.7: Performance comparison with original proposal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM</th>
<th>( CF_{cfg} ) 1</th>
<th>( CF_{cfg} ) 2</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bzip2</td>
<td>62.83%</td>
<td>71.67%</td>
<td>8.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h264ref</td>
<td>64.94%</td>
<td>73.00%</td>
<td>8.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hmmmer</td>
<td>72.00%</td>
<td>82.80%</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lbm</td>
<td>63.93%</td>
<td>73.05%</td>
<td>9.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>62.57%</td>
<td>73.86%</td>
<td>11.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sjeng</td>
<td>61.69%</td>
<td>70.41%</td>
<td>8.72%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.7 Security Analysis of The Algorithm

We proposed a new algorithm to protect program sensitive information and implemented a model that obfuscates normal instruction to control flow instruction. The experimental data based on benchmark suites show that the performance of our algorithm is statistically equal to or better than that of the obfuscation using signals[54], especially on protecting the control flow graph and instructions from attacking with comparable space and time overhead.

Our algorithm performs better on confusing the disassembler on re-constructing 61.69% more edges that does not exist. Also, our algorithm has a considerably improved performance of instruction protection. More than 53.47% of the total instruction addresses in original can not be disassembled correctly. We can see that program will bloat up to 3 times of original size, this is partially because the algorithm has been applied all over basic blocks in the program and so it provides wide protection.

Except the statistical data, our algorithm has the advantage that a disassembler will not be aware of the whole set of instructions since it fails to identify basic blocks. The
candidate instruction(s) that we choose to obfuscate will generate an exit instruction and disassembling techniques based on basic block and edge construction will then collapse. We provide two models to confuse the disassembler on constructing basic blocks. Either of the method will camouflage the structure of a basic block. Also, the candidate instruction(s) will introduce confusion edge, which misleads the disassembler on the execution logic of the program.

Besides the advantage discussed, one more important point of our technique is that it will hide the clue to reverse engineering even if the program is cracked by human intervention. The beneficial point comes from the fact that the set of self-modifying code is tight and it executes continuously. A set of self-modifying code never reveals its modifying and mutating code at the same time. Also, a large number of such self-modifying code are widely distributed over the program. Therefore, it is a huge job for a disassembler to identify them from normal instruction precisely. So it is hard for a disassembler to figure out the basic block and identify the self-modifying code, not to mention extract high level semantic information and design an automatic reverse engineering tool.
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Our algorithm has the advantage that a disassembler will not be aware of the whole set of instructions if it fails to identify basic blocks. With the feature that a basic block has only one exit point, we provide two ways to trap the disassembler on constructing basic blocks. One is to replace instructions before exit instruction with control flow instructions. Another is to replace the exit instruction, which is definitely a control flow instruction, with a non-control flow instruction. Either of the method will camouflage the structure of a basic block.

Then we will discuss how the technique is resistant to static disassembly technique discussed in chapter 2. The reason why our method resists to these static reverse engineering techniques is that the disassembler will fail to reconstruct the basic block. The candidate instruction that we choose to obfuscate generates an exit instruction. Disassembling techniques based on basic block will then collapse. Also, the candidate instruction introduces some confusion edges, which mislead the disassembler on the execution logic of the program.

The obfuscation is implemented at link-time. If handled properly, it could be applied to instructions in every basic block all over the program because it is possible to find at least one reasonable predecessor and one successor for every basic block except the very beginning one and the last one. An enhancement to the method is to replace normal instructions with control transfer instructions, such as jump and call. The control transfer instructions will confuse the disassembler when calculating the displacement of the instruction. Moreover, instructions can be replaced by several instructions so long as the opcode and displacement before and after modification remains the same. This will confuse the disassembler not only on the recognition of basic block, but also on the discovery of the execution logic.

Our proposed method does the obfuscation efficiently. Firstly, it is not necessary to introduce any more module to the program. Obfuscation techniques, such as two-process
obfuscation\[25\] and dynamic code mutation with edit engine\[46\], need to spawn an ancillary process or script to realize program transformation. But in our algorithm, the code itself brings in confusion on the control flow. Secondly, the technique disables the intention of designing an automatic disassembler. It is hard for a disassembler to distinguish self-modifying code and modified code from normal code in both static and dynamic attacks since the modified code itself will not cause program interruption or segmentation fault immediately after its execution. Finally, our technique does not necessitate precise calculation of control flow. One may argue that the self-modifying code may expose the execution logic of basic blocks in Control Flow Flattening. However, the fact is that it is hard to collect all the control-flow since target address is changing consequently at execution time.

3.8 Conclusion

We proposed a new algorithm to apply self-modifying code based on Control Flow Flattening. The algorithm protects program by introducing difficulties in re-constructing both basic block execution sequence and control flow. Although Control Flow Flattening does not introduce disassembly error, the algorithm proves itself to be efficiently resistant to static analysis in that it successfully camouflage the original control flow by re-directing the program control to unpredicted address during disassembly. We developed the algorithm on PLTO at link time and evaluated the experiment data with metrics discussed in chapter 2. With the experimental results, we showed that the technique is effective in confusing the disassembler on control flow analysis. Also, the algorithm is easy to implement, self secured, and being robust against human intervention to crack. The research work in this chapter has been published in the paper \[63\].
Chapter 4

Self-Modifying Code Obfuscation
Based on Basic Blocks

In this chapter, we proposed an obfuscation algorithm based on basic blocks. However, the storage size overhead of the algorithm based on Control Flow Flattening in chapter 3 is 3 times of that of the original program. We explored a new algorithm to reduce the storage size overhead and to achieve better performance in evaluation metrics.

4.1 Motivation

In chapter 3, we propose to obfuscate program with self-modifying code based on Control Flow Flattening. The performance of instruction disassembly error, control flow(edge) disassembly error and execution time is competitive to techniques such as signal-based obfuscation. But, the storage size overhead is not satisfied that it is 3 times of the original program. We need to explore a new algorithm to restraint the overhead. Also, we need to introduce random property to increase the complexity of our protection schedule.

4.2 Proposed Obfuscation Technique

In this section, we propose a new algorithm based on self-modifying code to obfuscate instructions with more efficacy, especially on hindering the identification of basic blocks.
and edge connections. We also present an explanation on the implementation of the proposed algorithm in details and discuss the incorporation of our algorithm with junk bytes in this section.

4.2.1 Obfuscation Process

In the new algorithm, we propose to create new basic blocks and edge connections at obfuscation time. Some additional control flow instructions are inserted after the creation of new BBL, since they are necessary for the purpose of keeping the behavior of program. Then, basic blocks and control flow are secured by obfuscating control flow instructions with self-modifying code technique. In this way, the control flow obfuscation is realized by camouflaging control flow instructions with normal instructions. A global view of the algorithm on a basic block is shown in figure 4.1. The algorithm is discussed in the following paragraph.

Firstly, we create new basic blocks and edge connections by splitting each basic block into separate parts. The split is operated before a randomly selected instruction within the basic block. After the split operation, each of the separated parts is still a basic block because basic block is defined to be consisting of a sequence of instructions that are executed under the same control conditions. The fact that the separation instruction is selected randomly does not introduce complexity to the program. But, the cracker will spend much more time to re-construct basic block since it is not an easy job to make out where the separation instruction is. We randomly select the instruction where to split basic block for the purpose of disrupting the cracker’s actions, rather than building a complex program like conventional protector-centric obfuscation techniques do.

Then, we insert necessary control flow instructions for two motivations. The first one is to obfuscate the control flow graph. Here, we say that the inserted control flow instruction has obfuscation effect because it is possible to design the control flow branch
in accordance to the control condition of the basic block. In that way, the inserted instruction, such as an unconditional jump branch instruction, works in the way of opaque predicates[17][49].

The second motivation is to make sure that the program, of which basic blocks and edge connections have been split, behaves the same way as the original one does.

We define two types of edge connections, named direct edge connection and branch edge connection. These edge connections are shown in figure 4.2.

1) For direct edge connection, we add the control flow instruction connecting the direct succeeding instruction address, as shown in figure 4.2.

2) For branch edge connection, we add the control flow instruction connecting the FALSE branch succeeding instruction address, as shown in figure 4.2.

Further, we obfuscate split basic blocks in a random order as shown in step III in figure 4.1. The step III can intertwine split basic blocks from different parent basic blocks,
more than two split basic blocks. As a whole, the split and insert operation is shown in step I, II and III in figure 4.1. For return or halt edge, we do not split the basic block and add the control flow instruction.

Finally, we use self-modifying code to prevent the inserted control flow instructions, or in other words, the instruction from where basic block is split, from being reverse engineered. We select the additional control flow instruction as candidate instruction or mutating instruction and obfuscate them with self-modifying code technique. The working mechanism of the proposed algorithm is discussed as below,

1) At program obfuscation time, control flow graph of basic block, for example BBL2 in figure 4.1, are obfuscated to fake control flow graph. This can be done in the way that the inserted control flow instructions are obfuscated to normal instructions.

2) Modifying instructions are inserted at any location that executes before the obfuscated instruction. At program execution time, candidate control flow graph are modified to original state immediately before execution. Modifying instructions work on the candidate control flow graph before its execution.

4.2.2 One To Many Modification

In [63], we proposed a set of rules to guarantee the proper behavior of obfuscated program with least execution time and storage size overhead. These rules are,
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1) Modifying instructions should take into account candidate instructions in each succeeding block. And restoring instructions restore candidate instructions in all preceding blocks.

2) Modifying/restoring instructions do not work if the succeeding/preceding block is modifying block itself.

3) Modifying/restoring instructions in candidate block should not be obfuscated. Obfuscator does not work on the modifying/restoring instructions in candidate block.

However, the set of rules will not perform as expected when basic blocks are split since more protection is applied to the software system.

The algorithm of [63] is a technique that one basic block only works on the succeeding self-modifying code. There comes a problem that it is necessary to calculate all the control flow to make sure that modifying and restoring instructions are generated under these rules. And the calculation will become complex when branch edge connections increase after we insert a great deal of control flow instructions. Also, it is not easy to protect the distributed block of instructions. Since the control flow graph becomes complex after the algorithm is applied, we propose to modify multiple blocks of mutating code, such as all the basic blocks in one function, in one modifying block.

As shown in figure 4.3, within the modifying block, a loop operation is used to modify all of those blocks of mutating code. The offset of mutating instruction from modifying instruction is saved in data segment in random order and they do not expose any information on the execution sequence of these mutating code to crackers. Moreover, the modifying block can be in any function that executes before the function containing candidate blocks, such as the preceding function or the caller function. Besides the security enhancement, one more benefit of the one to many modification is the restraint of storage size overhead.
4.2.3 Junk Bytes

Although control flow and instruction disassembly errors introduced by our proposal thwart the effort of the attacker, we propose to use junk bytes\[41\] in addition to protect the modifying code and increase the complexity of the obfuscated program. All these factors will contribute to making reverse engineering both effort and time consuming.

Junk bytes are constructed by inserting partial instructions in the way that they are not executed at runtime. Our proposal introduces more confusion in that the junk bytes seems to be executable for attacker after the obfuscation algorithm since it introduces fake edges by the candidate instruction, which means the candidate instruction constructs fake edges connecting basic block with junk bytes. This can be realized by obfuscating control flow instructions to normal instructions, as shown in figure 4.4.

4.3 Implementation and Experiment

We implement the proposed algorithm at link time. The general method is to implement the self-modifying code on control flow instructions which connect the split basic blocks.
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4.3.1 Implementation

Our implementation contains following steps,

Firstly, we split basic blocks before a randomly selected instruction. The instruction could be any one within basic block.

Let the position of this instruction be the $i^{th}$ within the basic block and the total number of instructions in a BBL be M. Let N be a pseudo-random number generated by a pseudo-random generator[8]. Then the position I can be computed as “$i = N \mod M$”.

We split basic block before the $i^{th}$ instruction.

Then, we get two basic blocks and connect them with control flow instruction. The control flow instruction could be a conditional jump instruction or an unconditional jump instruction. The former one acts as opaque predicate, of which the condition is same with that of the basic block.

We select the inserted control flow instruction as candidate instruction and obfuscate the opcode of it as shown in figure 4.3. On this occasion, we obfuscate the opcode of
a “jmp” instruction, that is “0xE9” with the opcode of uncondition jump instruction - “0xB8”. Correspondingly, modifying instructions are inserted to preceding functions. We use the move instruction to obfuscate unconditional jump instruction. So, we insert the “XOR” modifying instructions in modifying block. After the “XOR” instruction is executed, the opcode of obfuscated instruction will become “0xE9h” from “0xB8h”. The choice of where to insert the modifying instructions is based on liveness analysis of modifying block. Liveness analysis is a technique to calculate whether variables are live or not at a definite place in program. Based on control flow graph, liveness analysis follows the edge connections to run a data flow analysis. With the help of liveness analysis, the inserted modifying instructions do not interrupt the behavior of the program.

Finally, insert junk bytes immediately after the last unconditional jump instruction of candidate block.

The procedure is repeated until all candidate blocks through program are implemented with self-modifying code.

4.3.2 Experimental Results

We measure the efficiency of our technique using two metrics, control flow (edge) disassembly errors and instruction disassembly errors[54] with disassembly result of IDA Pro 4.7. We list the edge disassembly errors in table 4.1. In table 4.1, “E1” refers to all edges in original program. “E2” refers to the set of edges that are extra re-constructed by the disassembler erroneously. And “E3” refers to the set of edges that originates from the obfuscated instructions. Besides the edges that originating from candidate instructions, our algorithm also introduces more than 51% control flow disassembly errors.

The experimental result of instruction confusion factor $CF_{instr}$ is listed in table 4.2. The reason for this high degree of disassembly errors is that IDA Pro only disassembles addresses that can be identified as instruction addresses. This identification method
Table 4.1: Control flow disassembly errors

| PROGRAM  | \( CFG_{\text{total}} \) (E1) | \( |CFG_{\text{disasm}} - CFG_{\text{total}}| \) (E2) | \( CFG_{\text{smc}} \) (E3) | Confusion factor ((E2-E3)/E1) |
|----------|-----------------|-----------------|---------------|-----------------|
| bzip2    | 21,694          | 31,231          | 19,879        | 52.33 %          |
| h264ref  | 37,976          | 55,764          | 35,569        | 53.18 %          |
| hmer     | 32,417          | 46,321          | 29,787        | 51.00 %          |
| lbm      | 19,400          | 27,680          | 17,520        | 52.37 %          |
| mcf      | 19,941          | 28,518          | 18,099        | 52.24 %          |
| sjeng    | 24,876          | 35,294          | 22,324        | 52.14 %          |

Table 4.2: Instruction disassembly errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM</th>
<th>( T_{\text{total}} ) (T1)</th>
<th>( T_{\text{disasm}} ) (T2)</th>
<th>Confusion factor ((T1-T2)/T1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bzip2</td>
<td>201,919</td>
<td>49,196</td>
<td>75.64 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h264ref</td>
<td>382,391</td>
<td>99,646</td>
<td>73.94 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hmer</td>
<td>305,001</td>
<td>77,287</td>
<td>74.66 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lbm</td>
<td>177,712</td>
<td>42,912</td>
<td>75.85 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>182,397</td>
<td>43,193</td>
<td>76.32 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sjeng</td>
<td>223,828</td>
<td>54,218</td>
<td>75.78 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

has two effects: first, large portions of the code that are reached by branch function addresses are simply not disassembled, being presented as hex data. And secondly, candidate instructions are treated as control flow instructions, and this causes basic blocks in obfuscated program to be re-constructed erroneously and some junk bytes to be erroneously disassembled together with some other actual instructions. We can see that besides the control flow edge errors, our technique also confuses disassembler on instruction identification.

The speed and program size performances of the obfuscated programs are shown in figure 4.5 and figure 4.6. We can see that program will bloat about to 2 times of original size. The improvement of storage size overhead compared to that in [63] is achieved by the one to many proposal. Also, the shift of our algorithm from Control Flow Flattening to basic blocks contributes to the storage size overhead improvement.

The performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with the algorithm with
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Control Flow Flattening[63] and signal based obfuscation[54]. And the experimental result is shown in table 4.3 and table 4.4. The result in table 4.3 and table 4.4 is the geometric mean of experimental result from benchmarks. The experiment results in table 4.3 prove that compared to the algorithm based on CFF, the proposed algorithm has significant enhancement of instruction disassembly errors(20.97%) and storage size overhead(34.92%), with the cost of 12.36% control flow disassembly errors.
Table 4.3: Algorithm performance comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison Item</th>
<th>CFF based obfuscation</th>
<th>BBL based obfuscation</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instr disass error</td>
<td>54.39 %</td>
<td>75.36 %</td>
<td>20.97 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge disass error</td>
<td>64.57 %</td>
<td>52.21 %</td>
<td>-12.36 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage size</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>34.92 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Algorithm performance comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison Item</th>
<th>Signal based obfuscation</th>
<th>BBL based obfuscation</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instr disass error</td>
<td>57.28 %</td>
<td>75.36 %</td>
<td>18.08 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge disass error</td>
<td>41.18 %</td>
<td>52.21 %</td>
<td>11.03 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage size</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>14.23 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in table 4.4, comparing with the signal based obfuscation[54], the proposed algorithm introduces average 18.08% instruction disassembly errors, 11.03% control flow disassembly errors and 14.23% improvement on storage size overhead.

4.4 Security Discussion

Our proposed technique is resistant to static disassembly technique for the following reasons.

Most of the current control flow obfuscation techniques suggest that the central algorithm is in one single module, such as the edit engine and edit script in [5], the M-process in double-process scheme[25] and the signal handler function in signal based obfuscation[54]. This has a problem that the integrated central algorithm is vulnerable to attack and it reveals the intention of obfuscation easily. But, in the algorithm proposed in this chapter, obfuscation algorithm is embedded into program with distributed diversity. Obviously, the gain of the diversity is that the time for disassembly will increase significantly and then achieve the goal to make the cost of program reverse engineering prohibitively high both on time and complexity metric.
The obfuscation technique on single instruction which is selected with definite interval has the limitation that a static disassembler will be able to re-construct control flow before and after the instruction. The proposed algorithm avoids these limitations in that,

- Our proposal targets high performance with a simple implementation and it is not influenced by the loop and branch control flow graph. In this chapter, we discuss that the complexity in program control flow does not act upon our proposal. And so it is possible to achieve a high performance with simple application.

- Our proposal is a control-flow-oriented scheme with high-granularity of instruction coverage. We say that control-flow-oriented scheme means that the algorithm focuses on obfuscating control flow instructions to normal instruction or vice versa. Our experiments reveal that it brings us a higher confusion with lower performance overhead. High-granularity of instruction coverage means that the proposal protects program with higher precision and coverage, but without introducing complexity to the algorithm.

The candidate block that we choose to obfuscate will generate multiple branch after obfuscation and disassembly analysis will then fail to identify basic block precisely. Also, the obfuscated control flow in candidate block will introduce confusion edge, which misleads the disassembler on the execution logic of the program. Our algorithm has the advantage that a disassembler will not be aware of the whole set of instructions, including modifying instructions and candidate control flow graph. Disassembler fails to identify basic blocks since the fake edge connections within original basic block mislead the reconstruction of basic blocks. With the feature that a basic block has only one exit point, we provide two models to confuse the disassembler on constructing basic blocks. One is to replace instructions before exit instruction with control flow instructions. Another is to replace the exit instruction, which definitely is a control flow instruction, with a
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non-control flow instruction. Either of the method will camouflage the structure of a basic block.

As to the human intervention attack, the proposed technique will hide the clue to reverse engineering. The point comes from the fact that the set of self-modifying code is tight and it executes continuously. It is a huge job for an attacker to identify them from normal instruction precisely. Basic block consists of a sequence of instructions that are executed under the same control conditions. So it is hard for a disassembler to figure out the basic block and identify the self-modifying code after we break out the control conditions, not to mention extract high level semantic information.

Besides, the proposed method obfuscates software efficiently. Firstly, it is not necessary to introduce any more modules to the program. Obfuscation techniques, such as two-process obfuscation[25] and dynamic code mutation with edit engine[46], need to spawn an ancillary process or script to realize program transformation. But in our algorithm, the code itself brings in confusion on the control flow. It is hard for a disassembler to distinguish self-modifying code and modified code from normal code in both static and dynamic attacks since the modified code itself will not cause program interruption or segmentation fault. Finally, our technique makes it difficult for the disassembler to identify the control flow of the program due to the separation and disorder of basic blocks.

One more advantage of our proposed algorithm is that it is applied through the program with randomness and diversity. We introduce diversity in software protection in order to prevent the risk of breaking one instance will lead to breaking all instances. The mutation is realized by obfuscating the control flow instructions, such as jump, call or return, with self-modifying code. Disassembler is not aware of the fake instructions, and so the fake control flow since the correct control flow information has been eliminated by self-modifying code. But program behaves as original one does since these control flow instructions will be modified to original clear code before execution. Experimental results
show that the algorithm performs well. Also, we extend our algorithm to incorporate junk bytes, since adding junk bytes would cause more complexity during reverse engineering.

4.5 Conclusion

We proposed an obfuscation algorithm based on basic blocks that solves the storage size overhead problem and it also bring us better performance in metrics, such as instruction disassembly errors. The algorithm is applied without Control Flow Flattening, but it does not loss the property of the randomness in block execution sequence. It introduces more randomness in splitting the basic block at random location and thus increases the difficulties in re-constructing basic block and in identifying edge connections. We have implemented the algorithm on PLTO and evaluated with standard SPECint-2006 benchmark suite. The experimental result shows that the performance of our algorithm is equal to or better than that of the obfuscation using signals[54] in all metrics, especially on protecting the edges and instructions from attacking.
Chapter 5

Self-Modifying Code Obfuscation At Function Level

In chapter 3 and chapter 4, we have explored two types of obfuscation techniques based on self-modifying code. One incorporates the Control Flow Flattening and the other one bases itself on basic blocks. These two algorithms focus on security of the basic block, especially the control flow identification within a function and they perform well in comparison with the competitive signal-based obfuscation[54]. We will discuss the limitation of protection at function level provided by these two algorithms. However, we need an algorithm to protect the program at function level to thwart attacker’s effort to construct higher level semantic information.

5.1 Motivation

In this chapter, we investigate an algorithm to obfuscate the program at function level to achieve the advancement in performance. The reason why we need to investigate obfuscation at function level is that the influence on the function relationship of program from the protection on BBL level needs to be strengthened. Attacker may reverse engineer the program on function level, sometimes with the help of symbol table. The gain in such attack is that the errors that committed in disassembling one function does not recursively transfer to the disassembly of other functions.
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In chapter 3 and chapter 4, the proposals based on Control Flow Flattening and BBL are designed to hinder the identification of basic blocks and edge connections between basic blocks. Here, edge connections refer to control flow connections introduced by conditional or unconditional jump instructions. But, these algorithms work mainly within a function, so we need to explore the feasibility on obfuscating the control flow of function call.

In applications, some advanced techniques, such as hook[50][64] and callback[35][58], are necessary to meet the advanced requirement of system. Hook is a concept of Operating System that describes the platform on which application is enabled to launch sub-function to monitor definite message or event of other application. Callback mechanism assigns the address of callee function to caller function to realize dynamic binding at run time depending on the detail of the message or event that triggers the function call. Sensitive information relating to the system security is often in these special applications with hook and callback. It is not good to expose these sensitive information to an attacker. A function level protection is necessary for these scenarios.

One more beneficiary party of function level obfuscation technique is mobile software agent protection[9][19][24][60]. In mobile agent model, as shown in figure 5.1, a program suspends their execution on one platform, transits to another platform and resumes the execution. The platform that initiates the program is referred to as home platform, where agent originates. Mobile agent technique enables the mobility of cooperating application among platforms to compute in a large-scale, loosely-coupled distributed system. Security issues on mobile agent includes masquerading, tampering etc. Masquerading agents pose as authorized agent to get access to services and resources which they are not entitled. Tampering means compromised or malicious platforms modify agent’s code, state, or data.

Moreover, the threat does not limit to the agent code itself only. It also includes the tampering with agent communications, such as changing the financial transactions of
a “drawback” to a “save in” message intentionally. These issues are related to running
agent codes on a compromised platform. Obfuscation plays roles in agent code protection
in that the agent does not expose its code to the platform in a manner of easy under-
standing. The obfuscated code also hides the sensitive information on how to construct
communication message. The communication protocol stack often uses techniques such
as hook and callback.

There are proposals on obfuscating the function as a whole, especially encrypt the
function body as a whole. This is partially out of the reason that it is easy to keep
the integrity of stack in the function. One more proposal is to obfuscate the program’s
function names, rather than the control flow, at function level. As far as we know, there
is no effective control flow protection at function level currently.

For obfuscating the control flow at function level, one way is to protect at the entry
point of the function. Alternative way is to protect at the caller point in caller function.
The first type of protection encounters symbol table problem. Symbol table is produced
by the linker and serves to name functions, variables and data items, to allow the system
to do run-time linking, resolving open references to those names to the location where
the library is loaded in memory. The function names and information to locate functions in symbol table are visible to users. Since the symbol table reveals function entry point, especially in a shared library or DLL, security of the first approach will be weakened. Therefore, we propose the protection algorithm by obfuscating the caller point in caller function.

5.2 Proposed Obfuscation Technique

In this section, we propose a new algorithm based on self-modifying code to obfuscate at function level. The goal of the algorithm is to protect program from reverse engineering by thwarting the effort of attacker on constructing the relationship between caller function and callee function.

5.2.1 Obfuscation Process

We present the process of the obfuscation algorithm at function call level. The obfuscation technique we proposed is based on self-modifying code and the analysis on context of the function call instructions.

In the proposal, obfuscator works on the function call relationship between caller and callee function by modifying instructions to camouflage the edge link of control flow graph. Function call instructions are protected either using normal instructions or control flow instructions, which introduce control flow disassembly errors. Here, normal instructions refer to assembly instructions except control flow instructions such as jump, call and return. At run time, the executed function call in program is similar to the original clear code. The proposed algorithm integrates with the algorithm based on basic blocks to improve the reverse engineering difficulty.

We have two options to obfuscate the function call instruction,

- To obfuscate the function call instruction to normal instruction, or
Figure 5.2: Instruction evolution of the algorithm

- To obfuscate the function call instruction to control flow instruction, such as conditional or unconditional jump instruction.

These two options of function call instruction obfuscation is shown in figure 5.2.

In figure 5.2, modifying code and restoring code are inserted into preceding and succeeding blocks after liveness analysis. Here, the preceding or succeeding block means that it executes immediately before or after the candidate block at execution time. Liveness analysis is to decide the liveness of a variable at a particular point by checking whether it is assigned one more time within the path from the point to where the variable is used in the source of an assignment or other statements, such as function call. So, the modifying block should not change the liveness of all the function call variables, since the behavior of program will change if function variables liveness is corrupted.

5.2.2 Stack Analysis

In the case that function call instruction is obfuscated to normal instruction, the proper stack management of caller function will not be influenced. However, in the case that
function call instruction is mutated to control flow instruction, such as an unconditional jump instruction, obfuscation is easily detected by the disassembler with stack analysis.

Executing a function is made up of three steps, namely function call, function prolog and function return. Assuming function call instruction is obfuscated to jump instruction, only first two steps are executed and the stack will be occupied with parameters and local variables of called function within each function call. An example on function call stack analysis is in figure 5.3. A stack relocation during function call is shown in figure 5.3(a). However, it is easy for disassembler to detect the abnormal situation in stack since the “EBP” and “ESP” do not restore to the location where they are before the callee function is executed if it is obfuscated to jump instruction, as show in figure 5.3(b). Disassembler can do it even by observing the code statically, and report the abnormal disassembly code to the observer. We give up the effort to obfuscate function call into control flow instruction for this reason.
5.2.3 Junk Bytes

Two cases of applying junk bytes with our proposal are shown in figure 5.4. The code segment on left side is original clear code. After obfuscation, junk bytes are inserted after unconditional jump instruction and return instruction. On right side is the disassembly result of obfuscated code. Junk bytes are marked in red font. We see that the disassembler mistakenly identify the junk bytes and the following clear code together. Since junk bytes are partial function and the property of RISC instruction set, the instruction that followed after junk bytes will be disassembled to many parts. Part of the instruction is identified together with junk bytes and the left part is identified with the part of next instruction. The disassembly procedure can go looping.

Also, the disassembler will identify the code as data mistakenly, being presented as hex data as shown in figure 5.5, if it can not figure out the code and junk bytes separately. This can be a disaster for an attacker if the identification failure is widely distributed in obfuscated program. The mistakenly disassembled data in code section has worse influence if it contains the target address of other control flow instruction. The disassembler stops tracing the control flow since it find that is not an effective address. This is the reason why we construct the fake edge connecting candidate block and junk bytes.

However, the contribution of junk bytes is limited until it is used in situation that the disassembler is recursively misled to it, as the case we proposed in chapter 3 and chapter 4. An example of applying junk bytes, function level obfuscation and basic block based obfuscation is shown in figure 5.7.

5.3 Implementation and Experiments

We implement the function call obfuscation together with the basic block based obfuscation proposed in chapter 4 to evaluate the performance of a total protection to program.
5.3.1 Implementation

We implement the function call obfuscation at link time. The implementation is in the following steps.

Firstly, we select the function call control flow as candidate instruction and obfuscate the opcode of it as shown in figure 5.6. For this, we obfuscate the opcode of a “call” instruction, that is “0x8E” with the opcode of move instruction -“0xB8”. Correspondingly, modifying instructions are inserted to preceding functions. We use the move instruction
Figure 5.6: One to many obfuscation

to obfuscate function call instruction. So, we insert the “XOR” modifying instructions in modifying block. After the “XOR” instruction is executed, the opcode of obfuscated instruction will become “0xE8h” from “0xB8h”. The decision on where to insert the modifying instructions is based on liveness analysis of modifying block, as discussed in chapter 2 and chapter 5.

Then, we patch the address of function call, relatively or absolutely, to operand of the normal instruction with universal patching mechanism. The linkage of the instruction operand and the address of the callee function is added into the global list of universal patching mechanism. At final stage of link operation, the operand will be updated to be the displacement of the address with universal patching mechanism.

Finally, we implement the algorithm based on basic block as described in chapter 4.

We also use one to many technique to restraint storage size overhead. The implementation of using one to many technique on basic block based obfuscation is presented in chapter 4. Figure 5.6 shows the implementation of the technique on function call obfuscation.

In chapter 4, we proposed a self-modifying code algorithm based on basic block. We proposed to mutate the edge connecting two split basic blocks and thus change the
control flow of the program completely. The incorporation of the algorithm with function call obfuscation work on basic block is shown in figure 5.7. Usually, single function call instruction construct a basic block. So in the block, both the function call instruction and the inserted control flow instruction are obfuscated to normal instructions. And the unreachable junk bytes immediately inserted before and after the obfuscated basic block is also presented.

5.3.2 Experimental Results

Similar to the evaluation in chapter 3 and chapter 4, the efficiency of the proposal is measured with two metrics, instruction disassembly errors and control flow (edge) disassembly errors[54]. We apply obfuscation the benchmark from SPECint-2006, disassemble the obfuscated program with IDA Pro 4.7, and calculate a statistic data comparing the disassembly code and original clear code. Then, we calculate the result in these two metrics with standard evaluation method discussed in signal-based obfuscation[54].

The experimental result of instruction confusion factor $CF_{instr}$ is listed in table 5.1. Comparing with algorithm based on basic block, the performance of instruction disassembly errors decreases about 2%.

We list the edge disassembly errors in table 5.2. Our algorithm introduces more than 50.16% control flow disassembly errors.

---

![Figure 5.7: Incorporation of two algorithms](image)

---
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Table 5.1: Instruction disassembly errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM</th>
<th>$T_{\text{total}}$ (T1)</th>
<th>$T_{\text{disasm}}$ (T2)</th>
<th>Confusion factor $((T1-T2)/T1)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bzip2</td>
<td>209,103</td>
<td>54,333</td>
<td>74.02 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h264ref</td>
<td>394,954</td>
<td>107,875</td>
<td>72.69 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hmmmer</td>
<td>318,331</td>
<td>87,265</td>
<td>72.59 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lbm</td>
<td>184,488</td>
<td>47,214</td>
<td>74.41 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>189,206</td>
<td>47,826</td>
<td>74.72 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sjeng</td>
<td>232,043</td>
<td>59,691</td>
<td>74.28 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Control flow disassembly errors

| PROGRAM | $CFG_{\text{total}}$ (E1) | $|CFG_{\text{disasm}} - CFG_{\text{total}}|$ (E2) | $CFG_{\text{smc}}$ (E3) | Confusion factor $((E2-E3)/E1)$ |
|---------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|------------------|
| bzip2   | 21,694          | 31,188          | 19,879          | 52.13 %          |
| h264ref | 37,976          | 55,621          | 35,569          | 52.80 %          |
| hmmmer  | 32,417          | 46,047          | 29,787          | 50.16 %          |
| lbm     | 19,400          | 27,611          | 17,520          | 52.02 %          |
| mcf     | 19,941          | 28,418          | 18,099          | 51.75 %          |
| sjeng   | 24,876          | 35,205          | 22,324          | 51.78 %          |

The speed and program size performances of the obfuscated programs are shown in figure 5.8 and figure 5.9. We can see that program will bloat up to 2.33 times of original size.

We compare the proposed algorithm with the algorithm with Control Flow Flattening[63], listing the result in table 5.3. The basic block based and function level obfuscation introduces 19.38% more instruction disassembly errors, 31.75% improvement on storage size overhead with the cost of 12.8% control flow disassembly errors.

As shown in table 5.4, comparing with the signal based obfuscation[54], the proposed algorithm introduces average 16.49% instruction disassembly errors, 10.59% control flow disassembly errors and 10.04% improvement on storage size overhead.
5.4 Security Discussion

The benefit of obfuscation at function level is that the protection where function is called secures the function body indirectly. The sensitive information within a function is secured by the basic block based obfuscation. The control flow is secured by the function

Table 5.3: Algorithm performance comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison Item</th>
<th>CFF based obfuscation</th>
<th>BBL based and function level obfuscation</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instr disass error</td>
<td>54.39 %</td>
<td>73.77 %</td>
<td>19.38 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge disass error</td>
<td>64.57 %</td>
<td>51.77 %</td>
<td>-12.8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage size</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>31.75 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
level obfuscation and basic block based obfuscation together. We discuss the resistance of the algorithm to static attack and dynamic attack.

5.4.1 Resistance to Static Attack

Static disassembly is to obtain static information by examining the software code, reasoning about possible behaviors without actually executing the program.

Generally, control flow analysis is the basis of static attack, followed by data flow analysis. Data flow analysis is limited to function within basic block without information support from control flow analysis, and so becomes ineffective in static analysis. The goal of control flow analysis is to construct the basic blocks, and edges that express control transfers between blocks. The proposal thwarts control flow analysis mainly in two functions. The first one is to protect basic block from being identified. It is realized partly by the basic block based obfuscation, in which basic block is separated and new basic block containing sensitive information is created. So to restore the basic block becomes the first difficult point to access the control flow of program.

The second one is to confuse the edge connection by self-modifying code. Edge connections include function call and control flow between blocks within function. Function call obfuscation and basic block based obfuscation secure them respectively. The incorporation of two proposals give us the advantage that it provides a seamless protection to edge connection analysis.

Static analysis is classified into two categories, namely flow-sensitive and flow insensitive, in accordance to whether it is either sensitive or insensitive to program control

Table 5.4: Algorithm performance comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison Item</th>
<th>Signal based obfuscation</th>
<th>BBL based and function level obfuscation</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instr disass error</td>
<td>57.28 %</td>
<td>73.77 %</td>
<td>16.49 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge disass error</td>
<td>41.18 %</td>
<td>51.77 %</td>
<td>10.59 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage size</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>10.04 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
flow[74]. Since flow-insensitive analysis can not provide sufficient information for purpose, flow-sensitive analysis is preferred in most situations. Our proposals focus on improving program’s property in resistance to flow-sensitive analysis. Both the analysis and the experimental results show that static analysis is ineffective to our proposal based on self-modifying code.

The function call obfuscation also enable liveness analysis to help strengthen the protection of program. In order to remove obfuscation, assuming the attacker compiles and links the file disassembled from original program, the liveness analysis will identify code that serve for the obfuscated function call shown in figure 5.7 as dead code and remove them during compile and link time optimization.

5.4.2 Resistance to Dynamic Attack

Dynamic attack is to observe the behavior of program at run time. One technique of dynamic attack is instrumentation. Instrumentation records software execution state at the execution time. Instrumentation differs from profiling in that,

- The goal of the two techniques are different. Profiling is used to find the hot part that influence the performance of program, especially the execution speed. Instrumentation is introduced to monitor the behavior of program, or debug trace in other words.

- They are applied to program at different stages. Profiling is used in program optimization stage, usually at link time. And instrumentation is used on image of program for analysis, test and control of the program behavior.

To instrument the edge connection in program is the basis of dynamic attack. So an effective method to prevent program from dynamic attack is to prevent the program from instrumentation. The proposed algorithms are resistant to dynamic attack comes from the reason that it is hard for the attacker to find the edge if the control flow instructions
are obfuscated to normal instructions, or vice versa, including scenarios in chapter 4 and that in this chapter. Self-modifying code prevents the edge connection from exposing, thus prevent them from being instrumented and from dynamic attack.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we propose an algorithm at function level. We choose to apply the obfuscation algorithm to caller function after an analysis on the possibility of obfuscating in caller function or in callee function. Function call instruction is obfuscated to normal instruction in more security since the abnormal stack analysis will expose the protection to a static disassembler. The algorithm integrates with algorithm based on basic block in chapter 4 to protect program control flow from being reverse engineered. We implement the two algorithms together to evaluate the total performance. It brings in a little loss of performance. The benefit is that the disassembler will fail to produce a report since it is confused by the obfuscated control flow, and thus confuses the attacker on the precision of the disassembly code. We also discuss that the algorithm is resistant to both static and dynamic attack.
Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

We reviewed the existing obfuscation techniques in chapter 2 and it can be seen that lots of obfuscation techniques had been proposed in the past. Most of these proposals focus on control flow obfuscation since the protection from such techniques is nonreversible in the sense of program execution. Also, control flow analysis is the basis of data flow analysis and so there are double effects to apply obfuscation on control flow. Conventional obfuscation techniques, such as the double-process obfuscation [25] and signal-based obfuscation [54], focus on hiding the real control flow by making the program control flow complex for static analysis. Software reverse engineering technique consists of static and dynamic attacks. Instrumentation is a dynamic analysis technique that records software execution state at execution time. However, such protection is limited since dynamic attacks will reveal the original control flow and the data flow.

The challenge from dynamic attacks, such as instrumentation, will be weakened if program software is protected by self-modifying code. Self-modifying code advances in that the control flow of static analysis could be completely different from that of dynamic execution. Since the control flow is camouflaged with fake control flow under self-modifying code protection, it is time and energy consuming for the attacker to identify the fake control flow and instrument the program appropriately. The protection from self-modifying code is efficient with respect to both static and dynamic attacks.
6.1 Our Contributions

Based on self-modifying code, we proposed three proposals to thwart static and dynamic attacks.

a) Self-Modifying Code Obfuscation Based on Control Flow Flattening

In this algorithm, self-modifying code incorporates Control Flow Flattening technique. Control Flow Flattening has the effect that control flow and data flow are intertwined to increase the disassembly difficulty. This is realized by the dispatcher block and the statement that assigns the offset of address to register “eax” in each flattened blocks. Here, the statement instructions govern the control flow by data flow. We select such statement instructions as candidate instructions for obfuscation. We also implement an improved algorithm that obfuscates single instruction to multiple instructions. On one hand, it introduces more control flow disassembly errors. The experiment result shows that the mistakenly disassembled instruction errors are large. On the other hand, the randomness in obfuscated multiple instructions increases the difficulty for an attacker of restoring them to single instruction.

b) Self-Modifying Code Obfuscation Based on Basic Blocks

Then, we explore the feasibility of applying self-modifying code on the basic blocks without Control Flow Flattening. We introduce more randomness and better performance in control flow protection with a lower cost of storage size. The randomness is introduced by the split of basic blocks at random positions. Experiment results and the comparison with competitive signal-based obfuscation prove that the proposal is effective in defeating the disassembler to re-construct control flow.

c) Self-Modifying Code Obfuscation At Function Level

At function level obfuscation, we propose to protect the function call control flow with self-modifying code in the caller function where the stack analysis and liveness analysis are separate. Thus the stack disorder that originates from obfuscation is not a problem
for static disassembler and static disassembler fails to report the abnormal situation in stack analysis. We propose this algorithm to make exact disassembling and decompiling of function call hard. We then integrate the algorithm with obfuscation based on basic blocks. The advantage is that the disassembler, such as IDA Pro, fails to produce a final report, it keeps on calculating the control flow in most of benchmark suites.

All these algorithms have been implemented and evaluated under the Linux environment. We are also working to translate the PLTO platform to the Windows system to evaluate the performance. The translation consists of two parts, to port PLTO to Windows system, and to implement the front end as well as back end. Front end is to read in object files, construct basic block and edge connection and finally to generate control flow graph of program. Back end is to obfuscate the control flow and emit machine code. So far, we have successfully finished the first part and the debugging of front end and back end will be finished soon.

6.2 List of Publications


6.3 Future Work

We have explored software protection with self-modifying code. The proposed algorithms provide a platform for wide application, such as database source code and data protection[18][27][28][29]. Database reverse engineering is to recover the schema of the database of an application from DMS-DDL text and program source code that use the data in order to understand their exact structure and meaning[30][31][32][55]. We plan to explore how to apply self-modifying code in database obfuscation. The obfuscation applies to both source code and data. Our future work will also focus on the protection of parallel and distributed system applications.
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